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Abstract: In a spin-network basis state, nodes of the graph describe un-entangled quantum
regions of space, quantum polyhedra. In this paper we show how entanglement between
intertwiner degrees of freedom enforces gluing conditions for neighboring quantum polyhedra.
In particular we introduce Bell-network states, entangled states defined via squeezed vacuum
techniques. We study correlations of quantum polyhedra in a dipole, a pentagram and a
generic graph. We find that vector geometries, structures with neighboring polyhedra having
adjacent faces glued back-to-back, arise from Bell-network states. We also discuss the relation
to Regge geometries. The results presented show clearly the role that entanglement plays in
the gluing of neighboring quantum regions of space.
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1 Introduction
In loop quantum gravity, the geometry of space is quantized [1–3]. Spin-network states
provide an orthonormal basis of states for the quantum geometry of space. Nodes of the
spin-network graph admit a geometric interpretation as quantum polyhedra [4]. As a result,
a discrete picture arises: a spin-network state can be understood as the quantum version of
a collection of 3d Euclidean polyhedra. Each node of the spin-network graph corresponds to
a polyhedron, and two polyhedra are said to be neighbors if the two corresponding nodes are
connected by a link (See Fig. 1). In this case, the source s(`) and the target t(`) of the link
` represent the two adjacent faces of the two neighboring polyhedra. The classical degrees of
freedom of the system are:
i) for each link ` of the graph, (A`,Θ`), the common area A` of the two adjacent faces
and the extrinsic boost-angle Θ` conjugated to this area;
ii) for each node n of the graph, (qi, pi), the 2Fn − 6 degrees of freedom that parametrize
the phase space of a polyhedron with Fn faces of fixed area. These degrees of freedom
describe the shape of the polyhedron up to rescalings. For a given choice of frame, they
encode the unit normals n to the faces of the polyhedron.
The classical phase-space structure that arises from this construction is called a twisted geom-
etry [5–7]. A typical point in phase space corresponds to a collection of largely uncorrelated
polyhedra. Consider for instance two neighboring polyhedra: the shape of two adjacent faces
will in general differ [8, 9], while their area A` is constrained to be the same. The uncorre-
lated structure of the classical collection of polyhedra in a twisted geometry is reflected in the
uncorrelated structure of a spin-network basis state in the quantum theory. A spin-network
state |Γ, in, jl〉 =
⊗
n |in〉 is a tensor product of the intertwiner state |in〉 of each quantum
polyhedron. In other words, quantum polyhedra in a spin-network state are un-entangled.
This article focuses on configurations in phase space which have a geometric structure
that is more rigid than the one of generic twisted-geometry configurations. In this family, the
normals to the adjacent faces in neighboring polyhedra are back-to-back,
ns(`) = −nt(`) . (1.1)
When imposed consistently on all couples of neighboring polyhedra, this condition is non-
trivial and defines a new structure called a 3d vector geometry [10–12]. In a 3d vector geom-
etry, the planes of the adjacent faces of neighboring polyhedra are consistently glued, even
though their shapes do not necessarily match. An example of a vector geometry is shown in
Fig. 1. The condition of back-to-back normals is a constraint on the intrinsic shapes (qi, pi)
of the polyhedra, the degrees of freedom (ii) above. Note that no constraint on the extrinsic
curvature Θ` is imposed.
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Figure 1: (Left) An example of a twisted geometry. Neighboring polyhedra have adjacent
faces with the same area, but different shape; (Right) An example of a vector geometry.
Neighboring polyhedra have adjacent faces glued to each other: their normals are back-to-
back.
Vector geometries are related to the more familiar notion of Regge geometry [13]. A
3d polyhedral Regge geometry [4] is obtained by imposing on a vector geometry the extra
requirement that the shape of shared faces match, therefore defining an even more rigid
structure. This hierarchy of 3d geometric structures is summarized in the table below:
twisted geometry = phase space MΓ: area-matched polyhedra
∪
vector geometry = submanifold VΓ ⊂MΓ: back-to-back normals
∪
polyhedral Regge geometry = submanifold RΓ ⊂ VΓ: shape-matched polyhedra.
Vector geometries arise in the study of semiclassical properties of spinfoam models [10–
12, 14, 15]. Our focus here is not the definition of a spinfoam vertex [16–18], or a study of
the dynamics of loop quantum gravity. Here we are interested in identifying states of the
theory that describe the quantum geometry of 3d space — both intrinsic and extrinsic —
and reproduce the nearest-neighbor correlated structure of polyhedra in a classical vector
geometry. We show that, in order to glue neighboring polyhedra, we have to entangle them.
We introduce a class of states that represent quantum vector geometries and discuss their
relation to Regge geometries.
Building a quantum version of a vector geometry requires entanglement. This is most
easily explained in terms of a simple bipartite system consisting of two spin-1/2 particles,
which we call the source spin s and the target spin t in analogy with the endpoints of a link
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in a spin-network graph. Let us consider the state
|p〉 = |↑〉s |↓ 〉t , (1.2)
which is an eigenstate of the z-component of the spin. Clearly the expectation values of the
spins are back-to-back on the state |p〉, i.e.
〈p|Js|p〉 = −〈p|Jt|p〉 . (1.3)
However, the fluctuations of the two spins are uncorrelated and therefore, not back-to-back.
This fact can be shown by taking into account the outcomes of a measurement. Suppose that
we measure the x-component of the spin s and find a positive value corresponding to the
state |→〉s. The state of the spin t after the measurement is still | ↓ 〉t, which clearly is not
back-to-back to |→〉s. This behavior is encoded in the spin correlation function
C ij ≡ 〈p|J isJ jt |p〉 − 〈p|J is|p〉〈p|J jt |p〉 = 0 , (1.4)
which vanishes for all components J i of the spin. This is an immediate consequence of the
fact that the state factorizes: |p〉 is the product of a state for the subsystem s and a state for
the subsystem t.
To enforce the requirement that spin fluctuations are back-to-back, we have to entangle
the spins. Consider for instance the Bell state |B〉 [19],
|B〉 = |↑〉s |↓ 〉t − |↓〉s |↑ 〉t√
2
. (1.5)
In this case, suppose that we measure the observable n·Js of the spin s and find a positive
value corresponding to the eigenstate |↗〉s. The state of the spin t after the measurement
is now |↙ 〉t, which is back-to-back to the former. This happens for all directions n because
the state |B〉 is a singlet state: a state that satisfies(
Js + Jt
)2 |B〉 = 0 . (1.6)
The back-to-back behavior of spin fluctuations is encoded in the correlation function
Cij ≡ 〈B|J is J jt |B〉 − 〈B|J is|B〉 〈B|J jt |B〉 = −14 δij , (1.7)
which is non-vanishing and negative, corresponding to the anti-correlation of fluctuations.
The correlations between the two subsystems can be quantified in information-theoretic
terms using the entanglement entropy between subsystems. Given any two bounded observ-
ables Os and Ot which probe only the subsystem s or t, the rescaled correlation function
C(Os, Ot) = 1‖Os‖‖Ot‖
(
〈B|OsOt|B〉 − 〈B|Os|B〉〈B|Ot|B〉
)
(1.8)
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is bounded by the mutual information of the two subsystems [20],
1
2 C(Os, Ot)2 ≤ S(ρs) + S(ρt)− S(ρst) . (1.9)
Here S(ρ) is the entanglement entropy of a subsystem with reduced density matrix ρ and
S(ρst|ρs⊗ρt) = S(ρs) + S(ρt) − S(ρst) is the mutual information between the subsystems s
and t. In the case of the product state |p〉, the mutual information vanishes and therefore the
correlation functions of any two operators on s and t vanish. On the other hand, in the case of
the Bell state |B〉, the mutual information of s and t is non vanishing because of entanglement
between the two and attains its maximum value 2 log 2. The two spins in the Bell state |B〉
are maximally entangled, a property which allows them to be always back-to-back.
Similarly to what happens for spins, gluing the adjacent faces of two neighboring quan-
tum polyhedra requires entanglement. In this paper we use the formalism of squeezed spin-
networks [21, 22] to build entangled states for neighboring quantum polyhedra. The idea can
be illustrated by focusing on a single link of the spin-network graph. The bosonic Hilbert
space of a link ` consists of four oscillators, two at the source and two at the target of the
link [22]. Denoting the creation operators a†sA and a†tA, where A = 1, 2 is a spinor index, we
define a Bell state of the link ` as
|B, λ〉` = (1− |λ|2) exp
(
λ ABa
†
s
Aa†t
B
) |0〉s|0〉t , (1.10)
where λ ∈ C is a parameter that encodes the average area Af and the average extrinsic angle
Θf of the link. A Bell spin-network on a graph Γ is defined as the gauge-invariant projection
PΓ of a product of link states, i.e.,
|Γ,B, λ`〉 = PΓ
⊗
`∈Γ
|B, λ`〉` (1.11)
We investigate properties of Bell states for the dipole graph Γ2, the pentagram graph Γ5 and
a general graph. We show that in the large spin limit, a Bell spin-network state represents a
uniform superposition over classical vector geometries: a superposition over glued polyhedra.
Indications that entanglement in the degrees of freedom of the gravitational field play
a crucial role for the emergence of a classical spacetime have surfaced in various approaches
to nonperturbative quantum gravity [21–29]. The connectivity of space itself is argued to
be related to the presence of entanglement among degrees of freedom in distinct regions of
space via holographic arguments [23, 24]. Quantum correlations also reflect metric properties
of space in semiclassical gravity — they provide its architecture — as shown by the generic
validity of an area law for the entanglement entropy of quantum fields in curved spaces, a
property thus expected to hold for semiclassical states in any theory of quantum gravity [25].
Procedures for measuring distances and curvature from the network of quantum correlations
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have also been recently discussed in various emergent geometry scenarios [28, 30, 31]. This pa-
per explores quantum properties of the geometry of space and provides a concrete illustration
of the relation between entanglement and geometry in loop quantum gravity.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss classical geometric structures
on the phase space associated to a fixed graph. In Section 3, we discuss Heisenberg uncer-
tainty relations for quantum polyhedra and the uncorrelated structure of quantum twisted
geometries. We introduce then a new class of states with nearest-neighbors entanglement
— Bell-network states. In Section 4 and 5, we present a detailed analysis of how quantum
polyhedra are glued in the entangled states on the simple graphs Γ2 and Γ5. We summarize
our results and discuss generalizations in Section 6.
2 Phase space and geometric structures on a graph
The Hilbert space of loop quantum gravity (LQG) restricted to a graph Γ can be understood
as the quantization of a classical phase space with a finite number of degrees of freedom. In
this section we discuss geometric structures in the graph phase space MΓ.
2.1 The phase space of twisted geometries
Consider a 3d manifold Σ, a cellular decomposition C(Σ) and its dual graph Γ = C(Σ)∗
consisting of N nodes and L links. A simple example is given by a 3-sphere decomposed in
5 tedrahedral cells with dual graph Γ5 = C5(Σ)∗ given by the complete graph with 5 nodes
[17]. When restricted to the graph Γ, the classical phase space MΓ of loop quantum gravity
is the direct product of link phase spaces, modulo gauge transformations at nodes n,
MΓ = (×`M`)//Gn . (2.1)
The phase space associated to a link `,
M` = T ∗SU(2) , (2.2)
is a SU(2) cotangent bundle associated with the SU(2) configuration variable g` representing
the holonomy of the Ashtekar connection Aia along the link ` of the graph. The full classical
phase space M of LQG on a smooth 3d manifold Σ is the direct sum over graphs Γ of
the phase spaces MΓ. The restriction to a fixed graph corresponds to a truncation of the
theory to a finite number of degrees of freedom [32] — the holonomies along the links of Γ.
Remarkably, despite the truncation, MΓ still encodes a space of geometries, which are now
discrete. They are known as twisted geometries and provide a generalization of the discrete
geometries considered in Regge calculus [13].
The interpretation of MΓ in terms of twisted geometries relies on two ingredients. The
first [5, 6] is the observation that the link phase space M` can be decomposed as
M` = S2 × S2 × T ∗S1 (2.3)
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and parametrized in terms of phase-space variables
(ns(`),nt(`), A`,Θ`) , (2.4)
where n is a unit vector in R3. The second observation [4] is that a set of F vectors that sums
up to zero defines a Euclidean polyhedron with F faces. Used together with the decomposition
(2.3), this structure provides a decomposition of the LQG phase space in a Cartesian product
MΓ = (×`M`)//Gn =×
l
T ∗S1×
n
SF (n) , (2.5)
where SF is the phase space of a polyhedron with F faces of fixed area. As a result, a
configuration in the phase space MΓ represents a twisted geometry — a collection of N
polyhedra, one per node of the graph Γ.
In order to illustrate the degrees of freedom of a twisted geometry, it is useful to adopt
the notation
` = (ab) , s(`) = a , t(`) = b , a, b = 1, . . . , N . (2.6)
The degrees of freedom (Aab,Θab) represent the area Aab of the face b of the polyhedron a,
together with its conjugated momentum Θab. The condition Aab = Aba reflects the fact that,
in a twisted geometry, the area of the face (ab) of neighboring polyhedra coincide. This is
not the case for the shape of the face.
The shape of a face of a polyhedron is determined by a configuration in the phase space
of SF (n). This is the phase space of a convex Euclidean polyhedron with F faces of fixed area
Aab. It can be parametrized in terms of flux variables
Eab = Aabnab (2.7)
satisfying the closure constraint
Ga =
F∑
b=1
Eab . (2.8)
As stated by the Minkowski theorem [33], a set of vectors Eab in
SF (a) =
{
Eab ∈ S2, b = 1, · · · , F
∣∣Ga = 0,∥∥Eab∥∥ = Aab}/SO(3) (2.9)
identifies uniquely (up to rotations) a convex Euclidean polyhedron with F faces of area Aab
and unit normal nab. The shape of the polyhedron can be reconstructed using the algorithm
discussed in [4]. Moreover, SF is naturally equipped with the structure of a phase space,
known as the Kapovich-Millson phase space [34] where the rotationally-invariant Poisson
brackets are obtained from functions of Eab on (S
2)F . Canonically conjugate variables
(qai, paj) , i, j = 1, . . . , 2(F − 3) (2.10)
can be defined for instance by introducing the vector pai =
∑i+1
b=1Eab. Then we can define qai
as the angle between the vectors pai ×Ea i+1 and pai ×Ea i+2, and the conjugate momenta
as the norms pai = ‖pai‖.
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Figure 2: An example of vector geometry consisting of 5 tetrahedra with adjacency relations
encoded by the pentagram graph Γ5. Adjacent faces have the same area and back-to-back
normals. Note for instance that the downward-pointing face of the bottom tetrahedron and
the upward-pointing face of the top tetrahedron have back-to-back normals. The set of back-
to-back normals that describe the same vector geometry is shown in Fig. 7.
2.2 Gluing polyhedra: vector geometries as a submanifold of MΓ
In order to glue the faces of two polyhedra, we have to hold them so that they share a plane.
In terms of the variables described above, the gluing condition is that the normals to the
respective faces are back-to-back,
nab = −nba . (2.11)
Note that the gluing condition does not require that the faces have the same shape: we can
glue a tetrahedron to a cube. Even if the glued faces have the same shape, the gluing condition
does not require that the edges of the two faces are aligned: two cubes can be glued with a
twist. The gluing condition becomes non-trivial when, instead of having just two polyhedra,
we have a collection of polyhedra that we want to glue.
A twisted geometry consists of a collection of polyhedra with neighboring relations. Glu-
ing neighboring polyhedra in a twisted geometry results in a geometric structure that is more
rigid than the generic twisted geometry and is called a vector geometry [10–12].
Technically, a vector geometry is a twisted geometry (Aab,Θab,nab,nba) such that there
exist SO(3) elements Ra at the nodes of Γ that allow us to set
Ranab = −Rbnba , ∀` = (a, b) . (2.12)
The rotations Ra can be used to fix a choice of local frame on each polyhedron. After
acting with the Ra’s as gauge transformations, the normal-matching conditions reduce to
the requirement that normals are back-to-back: the faces have parallel surfaces and can be
glued together as in Fig. 2. Accordingly, if all polyhedra in Γ are isometrically embedded
in R3, they can be rotated so that glued faces are always parallel with outwards pointing
normals oriented in opposite directions. Note that this definition of a vector geometry is not
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formulated in terms of a constraint but in terms of an existence condition for the rotations
Ra in (2.12).
The conditions (2.12) are defined in some chosen gauge to which the normals (nab,nba)
refer. Nonetheless, even though one cannot speak of normal vectors in the gauge-invariant
phase space MΓ, there still is a clear notion of gauge-invariant vector geometry. The key
point is that the condition (2.12) defining vector geometries is gauge-invariant: if a set of
normals {nab} forms a vector geometry, then its image {Uanab} under gauge transformations
Ua ∈ SO(3) will also form a vector geometry satisfying (2.12) for a new set of R’s. Hence,
the space of vector geometries is naturally foliated as a union of gauge orbits. We denote the
space of gauge-invariant vector geometries by VΓ.
Vector geometries form a submanifold in the phase space of twisted geometries, VΓ ⊂MΓ.
We describe two procedures that provide a concrete description of this submanifold. The first
procedure involves the choice of a trivial frame on a maximal tree of the graph Γ, as is often
done in lattice gauge theory [35]. On the maximal tree, the back-to-back condition (2.11) can
be imposed trivially. The normals associated to the leaves of the tree are now constrained:
they are either be rotate to be back-to-back or not. We can now compute the gauge-invariant
phase-space variables (2.10) for a vector geometry [12],
(qveca i , p
vec
a i ) , i = 1, . . . , 2(Fa − 3), a = 1, . . . , N . (2.13)
This procedure provides a gauge-invariant characterization of a vector geometry in terms of
the shapes of all the polyhedra present in the collection Γ. Fig. 7 illustrates this procedure
for the pentagram graph Γ5 for which a vector geometry is shown.
The second procedure starts with the non-gauge invariant phase space×`M`. In this
phase space, the gluing condition can be imposed as a constraint T` for each link ` = (a, b),
T` = nab + nba ≈ 0 , ∀ l = (a, b) . (2.14)
The solution for this set of constraints is a proper submanifold of the phase space×`M`. This
is in fact the 4L dimensional Lagrangian submanifold AΓ =×`M`/T` studied in [36–39]. It
is clear that any vector geometry satisfies the normal-matching constraints T` in some gauge.
Similarly, let BΓ = (×`M`)/Gn be the (6L− 3N)-dimensional submanifold of MΓ obtained
by imposing the full set of closure constraints Gn, without dividing by the gauge orbits. The
submanifolds AΓ and BΓ are not phase spaces, since the constraint algebras do not close.
The intersection AΓ ∩BΓ describes simultaneous solutions of both sets of constraints. In this
submanifold, the set of back-to-back normals (nab,−nab) at each link l = (a, b) is selected so
that the closure constraints hold at each node. We can now take gauge orbits of points in
AΓ ∩ BΓ. The space of such orbits is precisely the submanifold VΓ.
2.3 Matching shapes: polyhedral Regge geometries as a submanifold of VΓ
Vector geometries can be seen as an assembly of polyhedra such that any pair of neighboring
faces are glued back-to-back. Their shapes however can still be different. In order to obtain
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a continuous Regge geometry additional conditions must be imposed. We now turn to the
description of the conditions that select the space RΓ of polyhedral Regge geometries which
is a submanifold of the space of vector geometries.
We say that two polyhedra are shape-matched if the glued faces are isometric polygons.
A way to enforce this condition is to require for instance that the length of the edges and
the planar angles between them in the two polygonal faces match. As edge-lengths and
planar angles can be expressed in terms of the variables (2.10), a polyhedral Regge geometry
corresponds to a phase-space configuration
(qReggeai , p
Regge
ai ) , i = 1, . . . , 2(Fa − 3), a = 1, . . . , N . (2.15)
An example of 3d Regge geometry is given by 5 regular tetrahedra glued according to the
relations encoded in the pentagram graph Γ5. This geometry is parametrized by the shape
(q0, p0) of the regular tetrahedron [40–43], together with the area A0 of its faces and the 10
extrinsic angles Θab. This Regge geometry is a special case of a vector geometry as shown in
Sec. 4 of [12].
3 Gluing quantum polyhedra with entanglement
In LQG, the Hilbert space of states truncated to a fixed graph Γ isHΓ = L2(SU(2)L/SU(2)N ).
This space is spanned by spin-networks with graph Γ and admits a decomposition in terms
of spins and intertwiners,
HΓ =
⊕
j`
(⊗
n
Kn
)
. (3.1)
This decomposition reflects the classical decomposition (2.5) of the phase spaceMΓ of twisted
geometries on a graph. In particular, the SU(2) intertwiner space Kn is the Hilbert space of a
quantum polyhedron, the quantum version of the phase space (2.9). In this section we review
the geometry of quantum polyhedra, show that in a spin-network basis state quantum shapes
are uncorrelated, and introduce Bell-network states — a family of states which describes glued
quantum polyhedra and represents a quantum version of a vector geometry.
3.1 Quantum polyhedra and the Heisenberg uncertainty relations
Let us consider, within the graph Γ, a node n of valency F . The intertwiner Hilbert space
Kn is the invariant subspace of the tensor product of F representation of SU(2) associated
to the links of Γ at the node n,
Kn(jn1, . . . , jnF ) = Inv
(H(jn1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ H(jnF )) . (3.2)
The geometry of an intertwiner state |in〉 ∈ Kn is determined by the flux operators
Ena = a0 Jna , (3.3)
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defined in terms of SU(2) generators Jna and the elementary area a0 = 8piG~γ with Immirzi
parameter γ. An intertwiner state |in〉 satisties
Gn|in〉 = 0 (3.4)
where Gn is the Gauss constraint
Gn =
F∑
a=1
Ena , (3.5)
the quantum version of the closure constraint (2.8). The dimension of intertwiner space is
dimKn = 1
pi
∫ 2pi
0
(
F∏
a=1
sin
(
(2jna + 1)θ/2
)
sin(θ/2)
)
sin2(θ/2) dθ , (3.6)
and recoupling techniques provide an efficient way of building an orthonormal basis of Kn.
States in Kn are quantum polyhedra [4] with F faces of definite area: they are eigenstates
of the area operator Ana,
Ana|in〉 =
√
Ena ·Ena |in〉 = a0
√
jna(jna + 1)|in〉 . (3.7)
The quantum shape of the polyhedron is measured by the shape operator
gab(n) = Ena ·Enb (3.8)
which in the Penrose spin-geometry theorem plays the role of a quantization of the metric
[4, 44, 45]. This operator measures the dihedral angle θab(n) between the planes of the faces
(na) and (nb) of the polyhedron [46].
Different components of the shape operator gab(n) do not commute,
[gab(n), gac(n)] = i a0 Ena ·(Enb ×Enc) . (3.9)
As a result of this non-commutativity, Heisenberg uncertainty relations for a quantum geome-
try follow: in any state |in〉, the dispersions ∆gab(n) in the quantum shape of the polyhedron
satisfy the inequality
∆gab(n) ∆gac(n) ≥ a0
2
∣∣∣∣〈in|Ena · (Enb ×Enc)|in〉∣∣∣∣ . (3.10)
As a result, states with sharply defined features for the faces (na)(nb), have maximal disper-
sion in the features of faces (na)(nc) — unless the three faces lie in a plane so that the right
hand side of Eq. (3.10) vanishes.
Coherent states for a quantum polyhedron can be built by starting with coherent spin
states |j,n〉, eigenstates of the spin J ·n corresponding to the largest eigenvalue, J ·n|j,n〉 =
+j|j,n〉, [47]. Choosing a set of unit vectors nna satisfying the closure condition
∑
a jnanna =
0 and projecting them to the gauge invariant subspace, one obtains the expression [47, 48]
|Φn(nna)〉 =
∫
SU(2)
dg
F⊗
a=1
(
U(g)|jna,nna〉
)
. (3.11)
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for a coherent intertwiner peaked on the shape of the classical polyhedron with normals jnanna
[4]. Clearly, in a coherent state |Φn(nna)〉, fluctuations in the shape of the polyhedron are
present as required by the uncertainty relations (3.10).
3.2 Quantum twisted geometries: spin-network basis states are un-entangled
Spin-network basis states
|Γ, j`, in〉 =
⊗
n
|in〉 (3.12)
provide an orthonormal basis of the graph Hilbert space HΓ. They are simultaneous eigen-
states of the area operators and of a maximal commuting set of shape operators in the
intertwiner space of each node. They represent quantum twisted geometries with definite
area A`, maximal dispersion of the extrinsic angle Θ` and uncorrelated quantum shapes of
polyhedra.
Using coherent intertwiners |Φn(nna)〉, a semiclassical twisted geometry can be built: the
spin-network state
|Γ, j`,Φn(nna)〉 =
⊗
n
|Φn(nna)〉 (3.13)
is peaked on a collection of polyhedra with average shape prescribed by the classical data
encoded in the normals nab. In particular the normals can be chosen so that a classical
vector geometry is reproduced in average, or even a polyhedral Regge geometry. However,
fluctuations around the average are uncorrelated. Suppose that we measure the shape of a
polyhedron and find a given outcome. The shape of a neighboring polyhedron is uncorrelated,
and therefore the two adjacent faces cannot be glued. This phenomenon can be made precise
in terms of correlation functions. Let us consider operators On′ and On′′ which measure the
shape of the quantum polyhedra n′ and n′′. The correlation function
〈Γ, j`,Φn|On′ On′′ |Γ, j`,Φn〉 − 〈Γ, j`,Φn|On′ |Γ, j`,Φn〉〈Γ, j`,Φn|On′′ |Γ, j`,Φn〉 = 0 (3.14)
vanishes despite the fact that the nodes n′ and n′′ can be neighbors. Equivalently, for the
state (3.13), we can compute the mutual information of the nodes n′ and n′′ and show that
it vanishes. The geometry of quantum polyhedra in a spin-network state is un-entangled.
The bosonic representation of LQG [21, 22, 49–51] provides a useful tool for illustrating
the lack of rigidity of a quantum twisted geometry. In this representation, the Hilbert space
HΓ is obtained as a subspace of a bosonic Hilbert space Hbos describing 4L harmonic oscilla-
tors, where L is the number of links in the graph. Explicitly, the bosonic Hilbert space is a
tensor product of local Hilbert spaces attached to the endpoints of links:
Hbos =
L⊗
`=1
(Hs(`) ⊗Ht(`)) , (3.15)
where each space Hs(l) and Ht(`) is associated with a pair of harmonic oscillators. As a result,
there are four oscillators at each link, which we denote by aAs(`), a
B
t(`), A,B = 0, 1. We also
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use the notation i = 1, . . . , 2L to denote the seeds or endpoints of links. We then introduce
link and node constraints:
L` = Is(`) − It(`) ≈ 0 , Ii =
1
2
δAB a
A†
i a
B
i , (3.16)
Gn =
∑
i∈n
a0Ji ≈ 0 , Ji = 1
2
σAB a
A†
i a
B
i . (3.17)
Bosonic states |s 〉 ∈ Hbos in general do not solve these constraints. The link constraint L`
matches the spins js(`) = jt(`) = j` at the source and target of a link l = (s, t), generating
U(1) transformations at each link. The node constraint Gn imposes invariance under SU(2)
gauge transformations at the node n. The LQG Hilbert space HΓ is the proper subspace of
Hbos where these constraints are solved.
The vacuum state |0〉Γ,
|0〉Γ =
2L⊗
i=1
|0〉i , with aAi |0〉i = 0 , (3.18)
satisfies all the constraints and is un-entangled as it is a product over the 2L seeds of the
graph. A spin-network with coherent intertwiners is also un-entangled as it can be written as
[22]
|Γ, j`,Φn〉 =
+ji∑
mi=−ji
(∏
n
[Φn]m(n,1)···m(n,Fn)
)( 2L∏
i=1
(a0†i )
ji−mi√
(ji −mi)!
(a1†i )
ji+mi√
(ji +mi)!
)
|0〉Γ , (3.19)
which is a product over nodes of the graph. This formula shows again that a spin-network
state with coherent intertwiners describes a quantum twisted geometry with no gluing of
fluctuations of adjacent polyhedra.
3.3 Entanglement and Bell-network states
Having clarified that, in order to glue quantum polyhedra we have to entangle them, we now
move to the construction of a class of states with this property.
Squeezed vacua provide a powerful tool for capturing correlations in LQG [21, 22]. On
a graph Γ with L links, a squeezed vacuum |γ〉 ∈ Hbos is labeled by a squeezing matrix γijAB
which belongs to the Siegel disk D = {γ ∈ Mat(4L,C)|γ = γt and 1− γγ† > 0} and encodes
2-point correlation functions. The squeezed vacuum is defined by
|γ〉 = det(1− γγ†)1/4 exp(1
2
γijAB a
A†
i a
B†
j
)
|0〉 . (3.20)
The indices i, j = 1, . . . , 2L specify link endpoints, and A,B = 0, 1 distinguish between the
two oscillators at a given link endpoint. Intuitively, a non-zero coefficient γABij of the squeezing
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matrix introduces correlations between the oscillator A at i and the oscillator B at j. Note
that the bosonic state |γ〉 is non-gauge-invariant and non-area-matched. A squeezed state in
HΓ is obtained by projection, |Γ, γ〉 = PΓ|γ〉. The projection can be implemented either via
the use of the resolution of the identity in the spin-network basis,
PΓ =
∑
j`,in
|Γ, j`, in〉〈Γ, j`, in| , (3.21)
or more directly via the loop expansion, |Γ, γ〉 = PΓ|γ〉 =
∑
 Z F
†
|0〉Γ, as discussed in [21].
Here we are interested in correlations between neighboring polyhedra, therefore we focus on
link-wise squeezing. We consider a squeezing matrix with a block-diagonal form with respect
to the links of the graph, i.e., such that γABij = 0 for i 6= j. The squeezing matrix is then
given by
γijAB =

λ` AB , if i = t(`), j = s(`) ,
−λ` AB , if i = s(`), j = t(`) ,
0 , else ,
(3.22)
where λ` ∈ C, with |λ`| < 1. In the following we show that squeezed vacua with this structure
describe glued polyhedra, a quantum version of the vector geometries discussed in Sec. 2.2.
We call these states Bell-network states.
A Bell-network state on a graph Γ is parametrized by complex numbers λ` (one per link
of the graph and with |λ`| < 1). It is given by
|Γ,B, λ`〉 = PΓ
⊗
`
|B, λ`〉` , (3.23)
where |B, λ〉` is the squeezed state
|B, λ`〉 = (1− |λ`|2) exp
(
λ` ABa
†
s
Aa†t
B
) |0〉s|0〉t (3.24)
associated to a link of the graph. The geometric interpretation of the parameter λ can
be identified by computing the expectation values of the area operator and the holonomy
operator on the link. We have that the expectation value of the area is
〈B, λ`|A`|B, λ`〉 = a0
∑
j
√
j(j + 1) pj(λ`) (3.25)
with pj(λ`) = (1 − |λ`|2)2 (2j + 1)|λ`|4j . In particular the expectation value diverges for
|λ`| → 1 as it happens also for the expectation value of the spin
〈B, λ`| I` |B, λ`〉 =
∑
j
j pj(λ`) =
|λ`|2
1− |λ`|2 . (3.26)
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The absolute value of λ` is thus fixed by the average spin at the link. In addition, the
phase θ` of λ` = |λ`|eiθ is fixed by the mean value of the holonomy h` at `. In the bosonic
representation, the holonomy operator is given by [22, 51]:
(h`)
A
B ≡ (2It(`) + 1)−
1
2
(
AC a
C†
t(`) a
B†
s(`) − BC aAt aCs
)
(2Is(`) + 1)
− 1
2 . (3.27)
For the Bell state |B, λ`〉, we can compute the mean value of the trace of the holonomy h`:
〈B, λ`| (h`)AA |B, λ`〉 = −2 cos(θ`) c(|λ`|) , c(|λ`|) = (1− |λ`|2)2
∞∑
n=1
|λ`|2n+1
√
n(n+ 1) .
(3.28)
In the limit |λ`| → 1 of large spins, c(|λ`|) goes to 1, and we have
〈B, λ`| (h`)AA |B, λ`〉 ' −2 cos(θ`) . (3.29)
This approximation is quite accurate as soon as one leaves the Planck scale. As an illus-
tration, for a mean spin of order 〈j`〉 ' 10, we already have c(|λ`|) ' 0.995. We see that
the phase of the squeezing parameter determines the mean value of the trace of the holonomy.
The state |B, λ`〉 is a generalization of the Bell states (6.1) discussed in the introduction:
it satisfies the condition
(Js + Jt)
2 |B, λ`〉 = 0 , (3.30)
where Js and Jt are defined in terms of bosonic operators in Eq. (3.17). Therefore, in a Bell
state the fluxes at the source and at the target of a link are back-to-back, not only at the
level of expectation values — the fluctuations are anticorrelated, too. This is best shown by
expanding the state over a spin basis,
|B, λ`〉 = (1− |λ`|2)
∑
j
√
2j + 1λ2j` |B, j〉 , (3.31)
where |B, j〉 is the maximally entangled state of spin j (see App. A),
|B, j〉 = 1√
2j + 1
+j∑
m=−j
(−1)j−m |j,m〉s|j,−m〉t , (3.32)
which has the same form as (6.1).
Using the decomposition (3.31), a Bell-network state can then be expressed as a sum over
spins,
|Γ,B, λ`〉 =
∑
j`
(∏
`
(
1− |λ`|2
)√
2j` + 1λ
2j`
`
)
|Γ,B, j`〉 , (3.33)
where |Γ,B, j`〉 has a remarkably simple form. It is a superposition of intertwiner states
|Γ,B, j`〉 =
∑
in
AΓ(j`, in)
⊗
n
|in〉 , (3.34)
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with amplitude given by the symbol of the graph Γ,
AΓ(jab, ia) =
∑
{m}
∏
n
[
in
]m1···mFn , (3.35)
i.e., the contraction of intertwining tensors
[
in
]m1···mFn according to the combinatorics of the
graph Γ. Techniques for computing the SU(2) invariant amplitude AΓ for general graphs
have been developed in [52], where a generating function was introduced in a coherent state
representation. The asymptotic behaviour for large spins j` has also been recently investi-
gated in [12], and such analysis can be applied to the study of Bell-network states in the limit
of large average spin, |λ`| → 1.
The Bell-network state introduced here in Eq. (3.23) and (3.24) provide a quantum version
of the vector geometries discussed in Sec. 2.2: they are defined starting with objects that have
back-to-back fluxes before projection. Clearly, to discuss the quantum gluing of polyhedra,
one has to work at the gauge-invariant level, i.e., after projection. In the next two sections
we show the quantum gluing on specific examples for the graphs Γ2 and Γ5.
4 Bell-network states: gluing quantum polyhedra on Γ2
We describe the geometry of Bell-network states on the dipole graph.
4.1 The dipole graph Γ2
The dipole graph Γ2 is formed by two nodes n = s, t connected by four links ` = 1, 2, 3, 4,
as represented in Fig. 3. The graph Γ2 is dual to a triangulation of the three-sphere formed
by two tetrahedra. The space of states of loop quantum gravity on Γ2 is the Hilbert space
HΓ2 = L2(SU(2)4/SU(2)2) of gauge-invariant SU(2) states on the graph. An orthonormal
basis for HΓ2 is provided by spin-network states |is, it, j`〉, where j` is the spin associated with
the link `, the index is labels an orthonormal basis of the intertwiner space Ks(j1, j2, j3, j4)
associated with the node s and similarly for the target node t. In the holonomy representation,
a spin-network state is given by the wavefunction
ψisitj`(h`) = 〈h`|is, it, j`〉 =
∑
m`,n`
∏
`
[
Dj`(h`)
]m`
n` [is]
n1n2n3n4 [it]m1m2m3m4 , (4.1)
where spinor indices of intertwiners are lowered using the isomorphism (j) : H(j) → H(j)∗
defined by vm = (−1)j−mv−m. Intertwiners in this state are un-entangled: the state is
factorized
|is, it, j`〉 = |is〉|it〉 , (4.2)
and connected two-point functions of all gauge-invariant observables gab(n) = Ena·Enb vanish,
Cab cd(n, n
′) = 〈is, it, j`| gab(n) gcd(n′)|is, it, j`〉+ (4.3)
− 〈is, it, j`| gab(n)|is, it, j`〉 〈is, it, j`|gcd(n′)|is, it, j`〉 = 0 .
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Figure 3: Dipole graph Γ2. The source (s) and target node (t) are connected by four links
` = 1, . . . , 4. The graph is dual to the triangulation of the 3-sphere formed by two tetrahedra
glued along their boundaries. A spin-network state is labelled by spins j` and intertwiners
is, it.
On the other hand, Bell-network states have non-trivial correlations as we now discuss.
To define Bell-network states, it is useful to introduce the bosonic representation of HΓ2
[22, 49], where each link is associated with four harmonic oscillators. We denote the Hilbert
space of states of this collection of sixteen oscillators by H(16)bos and label each link endpoint by
an index i. The space of states on the dipole graph Γ2 is embedded unitarily in the oscillator
model under the map:√
2j` + 1
[
Dj`(h`)
]m`
n` 7→ (−1)j`−n` |j`,m`〉t(`)|j`,−n`〉s(`) , (4.4)
where
|j,m〉i =
(
a0†i
)j+m (
a1†i
)j−m
√
(j +m)!(j −m)! |0〉i , (4.5)
and |0〉i is the local vacuum state annihilated by the operators aAi . The states |j,m〉 at each
link endpoint are spin states with spin j and magnetic number m, and (4.5) is the usual
Schwinger oscillator model of angular momentum. Note that the map (4.4) is not surjective:
the space of states of loop quantum gravity is a proper subspace HΓ2 ⊂ H(16)bos of the bosonic
representation selected by the area-matching and Gauss constraints (see [22]). The area-
matching constraint is the requirement that only products of source and target local states
|j`,m`〉t and |j′`, n`〉s with the same spins are allowed, j` = j′`, as required by the map (4.4).
The Gauss constraint imposes gauge-invariance at each node n. We denote the projection to
the space of area-matched, gauge-invariant states by PΓ2 : H(16)bos → HΓ2 .
4.2 Bell-network state on Γ2
Consider the Bell-network state |Γ2,B, λ`〉 ∈ H(16)bos obtained by squeezing the vacuum state
with the squeezing matrix λ` AB at each link, Eq. (3.24), and then projecting to the gauge-
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invariant subspace:
|Γ2,B, λ`〉 = 1N PΓ2 exp
(∑
`
λ` ABa
†A
s(l)a
†B
t(`)
)
|0〉Γ2 (4.6)
where N is a normalization. As the squeezing produces entangled bosonic pairs at the source
and the target of a link, the squeezed vacuum is already area-matched. As a result, the
projection operator PΓ acts non-trivially at nodes only and is given by PΓ = Pt Ps, with
Ps =
∑
k
|ik〉〈ik| , (4.7)
and |ik〉 ∈ K(j1, j2, j3, j4) an orthonormal basis of intertwiners at s. The Bell-network state
on Γ2 can then be expressed as
|Γ2,B, λ`〉 = 1N
∑
j`
(∏
`
λ2j`
)√
dimK(j`) |Γ2,B, j`〉 (4.8)
where dimK(j`) is the dimension of the 4-valent intertwiner space,
dimK(j`) = min
(
j1 + j2 − |j1 − j2| , j3 + j4 − |j3 − j4|
)
, (4.9)
and |Γ2,B, j`〉 is the Bell-network state at fixed spins,
|Γ2,B, j`〉 = 1√
dimK(j`)
dimK(j`)∑
k=1
|ik〉t |˜ik〉s . (4.10)
Note that the intertwiner i˜k is obtained from |ik〉 by acting on all intertwiner indices with the
antilinear map ζ : H(j) → H(j) defined by
v˜m = (ζv)m = (v−m)∗(−1)j−m . (4.11)
This map (4.11) corresponds to the operation of time-reversal for spin states in H(j). Hence,
if the states |ik〉 form an orthonormal set of eigenstates of an observable Oˆ, then the states |˜ik〉
form an orthonormal basis of eigenstates of the time-reversed operator ζOˆζ−1. Now, the action
of time-reversal on area operators Ena only amounts to a change of sign, ζEnaζ
−1 = −Ena,
and as a result the Penrose metric operator gab is not affected by this operation. Since any
observable Oˆ of the intrinsic geometry can be written in terms of components of the Penrose
metric, it follows that the intertwiners |ik〉 and |˜ik〉 describe the same local intrinsic geometry.
This leads to a simple geometric interpretation of the projected state |Γ2,B, j`〉: it consists of
a perfectly correlated state such that if the measurement of an observable Oˆ of the geometry
of the quantum tetrahedron s has an outcome ok, then the observation of the same quantity
at the quantum tetrahedron t gives the same result.
Note that this property is valid for any local observable Oˆ, since any basis of orthonormal
intertwiners can be used in Eq. (4.7). Such a behavior mirrors that of Bell states for a pair
of spin 1/2 systems, where observations of the individual spins J · n are perfectly correlated
for measurements performed in arbitrary directions n. In the present case, instead of spins,
each subsystem is a quantum tetrahedron, and observations of individual shapes are perfectly
correlated.
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Figure 4: A vector geometry associated to the dipole graph of Fig. 3. This geometry consists
of two regular tetrahedra. As a result we have shape-matching of adjacent faces and curvature
along the edges with deficit angle δ = 2pi − 2 arccos(1/3). In order to show that this Regge
configuration is also a vector geometry it is sufficient to twist one of the two tetrahedra by
the appropriate angle that sets all the normals of adjacent faces back-to-back.
4.3 Properties at fixed spins (j1, . . . , j4)
We illustrate some properties of the Bell-network state on Γ2 projected to fixed spins j`. The
state |Γ2,B, j`〉 is given by Eq. (4.10).
The reduced density matrix for the subsystems s is immediate to compute,
ρs = Trit
(
|Γ2,B, j`〉〈Γ2,B, j`|
)
=
1
dimK(j`)1s . (4.12)
As this density matrix is maximally mixed, the entanglement entropy of the subsystem s is
simply the log of the dimension of the intertwiner space at s,
S(ρs) = −Tr(ρs log ρs) = log
(
dimK(j`)
)
. (4.13)
The same happens for the subsystem t. On the other hand, for a dipole graph, the subsystem
st coincides with the full system which is in a pure state and therefore its entropy vanishes.
As a result the mutual information of the subsystems s and t is
S(ρs ⊗ ρt‖ρst) = S(ρs) + S(ρt)− S(ρst) = 2 log
(
dimK(j`)
)
. (4.14)
Now we focus on observables Os and Ot which probe only the subsystem s or t. We define
expectation values and dispersions as usual,
〈Os〉 = 〈Γ2,B, j`|Os|Γ2,B, j`〉 , ∆Os =
√
〈Os2〉 − 〈Os〉2 , (4.15)
and the norm of an observable as its largest eigenvalues, ‖O‖ = max(ok). For any two
observables in s and t, the information theoretic inequality [20]
1
2
(〈OsOt〉 − 〈Os〉 〈Ot〉
‖Os‖ ‖Ot‖
)2
≤ S(ρs ⊗ ρt‖ρst) . (4.16)
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holds, with a non-vanishing right hand side for Bell-network states as checked above.
Let us now consider the observables gab(s) = Esa · Esb and gab(t) = Eta · Etb which
measure the shape of the quantum tetrahedra s and t. We define also the angle operator
ĉos θab(s) =
gab(s)√
gaa(s)
√
gbb(s)
, (4.17)
which measures the cosine of the angle between the normals of the faces a and b of the
quantum tetrahedron s. Its expectation value can be computed using standard techniques in
recoupling theory and is given by
〈
ĉos θab(s)
〉
=
1
dimK(j`)
dimK(j`)−1∑
k=0
(k0 + k)(k0 + k + 1)− ja(ja + 1)− jb(jb + 1)
2
√
ja(ja + 1)jb(jb + 1)
, (4.18)
where k0 = max(|j1−j2|, |j3−j4|) for the observable
〈
cos θ12(s)
〉
and defined by permutation
for the other components. In the special case of spins all equal, j` = j0, we have dimK(j0) =
2j0 + 1, k0 = 0 and average angle
1
〈
ĉos θab(s)
〉
= −1
3
, (for j1 = j2 = j3 = j4) (4.20)
which coincides with the dihedral angle of a regular tetrahedron. For equal spins, the ex-
pectation value of the geometry of a quantum tetrahedron in a Bell state on Γ2 is a regular
tetrahedron with faces of area Aab = a0
√
j0(j0 + 1). Therefore, in average the shapes of
the two tetrahedra match: we don’t just recover a vector geometry but in average a Regge
geometry on Γ2. Clearly, as implied by the Heisenberg uncertainty relations, the dispersion
around the average cannot be vanishing. We find
∆(cos θab) =
1
3
√
5
(√
16 +
3
j0
− 3
j0 + 1
)
j0→∞−−−−→ 4
3
√
5
, (4.21)
which remains finite in the limit of large spins.
Next we compute the correlation function for operators gab(s) and gab(t) describing ob-
servations of the same angle in the two tetrahedra:
Cabab(s, t) = 〈gab(s) gab(t)〉 − 〈gab(s)〉 〈gab(t)〉‖gab(s)‖ ‖gab(t)‖ =
16
45
(
j(j + 1) + 3/16
j2
)
j→∞−−−→ 16
45
. (4.22)
The correlation function remains finite for j → ∞, showing that the fluctuations of the
geometry remain correlated in the semiclassical limit of large spins.
1 In the more general case of two pairs of equal spins, j1 = j2 and j3 = j4, the average values of the angle
operators cos θab is:
〈cos θ12〉 = −1
3
, 〈cos θ34〉 = −1 + 2
3
j1(j1 + 1)
j3(j3 + 1)
, 〈cos θ13〉 = −1
3
√
j1(j1 + 1)
j3(j3 + 1)
. (4.19)
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5 Bell-network state on the pentagram Γ5
We describe the geometry of Bell-network states on the pentagram graph.
5.1 The pentagram Γ5
The pentagram graph Γ5 is formed by five nodes connected by ten links as shown in Fig. 5.
It is dual to a triangulation of S3 with five tetrahedra. We label the nodes by an index
a = 1, . . . , 5. An oriented link corresponds to an ordered pair ` = (a, b), where a and b are
the source and target nodes, respectively. The space of states of loop quantum gravity on
Γ5 is the Hilbert space HΓ5 = L2[SU(2)10/SU(2)5]. A spin-network basis state |Γ5, jab, ia〉 is
labeled by 10 spins jab and 5 four-valent intertwiners ia. It is a product state over intertwiners
given by
|Γ5, jab, ia〉 = |i1〉 |i2〉 |i3〉 |i4〉 |i5〉 , (5.1)
where for instance the intertwiner |i1〉 belongs to the space K1 = Inv(H(j12)⊗H(j13)⊗H(j14)⊗
H(j15)). The Hilbert space HΓ5 is a subspace of the bosonic Hilbert space used to construct
squeezed vacua, HΓ5 ⊂ H(40)bos , consisting of 40 oscillators.
5.2 Bell-network state on Γ5
A Bell-network state on Γ5 is obtained projecting the associated squeezed vacuum, Eq. (3.24).
At fixed spins jab, we obtain the Bell-network state (explicitly derived in Appendix B):
|Γ5,B, jab〉 = PΓ5 |B, jab〉 =
∑
ia
{15j}(jab, ia)
(
5⊗
k=1
|ik〉
)
, (5.2)
where the {15j}-symbol is the contraction of the intertwiners ia along the graph Γ5, the
SU(2) symbol of the graph AΓ5(jab, ia) = {15j}(jab, ia). The expression of the state is then
a superposition over spins
|Γ5,B, λab〉 = 1N
∑
jab
(∏
(ab)
√
2jab + 1λ
2jab
ab
)
|Γ5,B, jab〉 , (5.3)
with parameters |λab| < 1 encoding the average area Aab and extrinsic angle Θab.
A useful representation of the state is obtained by implementing the projection into the
space of gauge-invariant states via coherent intertwiners, Eq. (3.11). At fixed spins jab, the
gauge invariant projector at nodes can be written as [47, 48]
Pn =
∫
dµ(nna) |Φn(nna)〉〈Φn(nna)| , (5.4)
where |Φn(nna)〉 is the coherent intertwiner peaked on the polyhedron with normals jnanna.
The measure dµ(nna) is gauge-invariant and can be expressed in terms of gauge-fixed normals
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Figure 5: Pentagram graph Γ5. The graph is dual to a triangulation of the three-sphere
with five tetrahedra. A spin-network state on Γ5 is labeled by five intertwiners ikn and ten
spins j` attached to the nodes and links of the graph, respectively. The links are oriented
according to t(`) < s(`).
via the shape parameters (qni, pni) [48]. Using this expression, together with Eq. (3.11), we
find the expression of a Bell-network state as a superposition of coherent intertwiners:
|Γ5,B, jab〉 =
∫
dµ(nna) {15j}(jab,nab)
( 5⊗
n=1
|Φn(nna)〉
)
. (5.5)
In this formula, the quantity {15j}(jab,nab) is the familiar {15j}-symbol expressed in the
coherent state basis, [10],
{15j}(jab,nab) =
∫
SU(2)5
(
5∏
n=1
dgn
)∏
a<b
〈jab, ζnab|U(ga)† U(gb)|jab,nba〉 . (5.6)
Correlation functions on this state, 〈gab(n) gcd(n′)〉−〈gab(n)〉 〈gcd(n′)〉, can be computed using
the same techniques employed in the evaluation of the LQG propagator [53–57].
5.3 Large spin limit and vector geometries
The large spin limit of the {15j} symbol is well-studied [10, 12]. The integral expression (5.6)
can be analyzed via saddle point methods in the limit of large spins by rescaling jab → λjab,
letting λ→∞ and studying its asymptotic expansion in 1/λ. In fact (5.6) can be written as
{15j}(λjab,nab) =
∫ ( 5∏
n=1
dgn
)
eλS(jab,nab) , (5.7)
with the complex function S(jab,nab) given by
S(jab,nab) =
∑
ab 2jab log 〈12 , ζnab|g−1a gb|12 ,nba〉 . (5.8)
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The integral is dominated by saddle points where the real part of this function vanishes,
0 = ReS(jab,nab) =
∑
ab
2jab log
1− (Ranab) · (Rbnba)
2
. (5.9)
Here Ra = D
(1)(ga) is the adjoint representation of the SU(2) group element ga. Clearly, this
is equivalent to the requirement for the existence of a vector geometry, Eq. (2.12),
Ranab = −Rbnba . (5.10)
If the normals nab do not describe a vector geometry, the symbol {15j}(λjab,nab) is expo-
nentially suppressed in the limit of large spins,
{15j}(λjab,nab)
∣∣∣
non-vec
= o(λ−n) ∀n > 0 . (5.11)
On the other hand, if the set of normals nab describes a vector geometry, the asymptotic
behavior of the {15j} symbol is not exponentially suppressed and is given by the expression
{15j}(λjab,nab)
∣∣∣
vec
=
(
2pi
λ
)6 24
(4pi)8
∑
σ
eiλSσ√
detHσ
+O(λ−7) . (5.12)
where σ stands for the set of saddle points g
(σ)
a that dominate the integral (5.7), Sσ is the
imaginary part of the function (5.8) evaluated at these saddle points and Hσ its Hessian.
Using these well-known results on the asymptotics of the {15j} symbol together with
Eq. (5.5), we conclude that in the large spin limit a Bell-network state represents a uniform
superposition over vector geometries:
|Γ5,B, jab〉 ≈
(
2pi
λ
)6 24
(4pi)8
∑
σ
∫
vec-geom
dµ(nab)
e−iλSσ√
detHσ
( 5⊗
n=1
|Φn(nna)〉
)
. (5.13)
Therefore, at fixed large spins on Γ5, a Bell-network state represents five entangled polyhedra
with glued adjacent faces.
5.4 Gluing tetrahedra in the 4-1 configuration
The relative weight of different vector geometries in the expression Eq. (5.13) is determined
by the Hessian Hσ. The saddle points σ appearing Eq. (5.12) are vector geometries classified
as follows [10, 12]:
- If at fixed nab there are two inequivalent solutions to the saddle point equations, then
the data {jab,nab} are necessarily shape-matched, (SM-2);
- When there is only one set of solutions to the critical equations up to equivalence, the
boundary data can be shape-matched (SM-1) or normal-matched (NM-1).
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Figure 6: Pachner move 1-4. A single tetrahedron is divided into a gluing of four tetrahedra
by the introduction of a new vertex i in its interior.
As Regge geometries are a subset of the space of vector geometries, it is interesting to study
what is their relative weight. To this end, we choose a specific configuration of spins and
explore the dependence of |detH|1/2 on the normals nab.
By choosing an arbitrary node a of the pentagram, the triangulation associated to Γ5 can
be seen as the gluing of two pieces related by a Pachner move 1-4: a single tetrahedron a and
the polyhedron with four tetrahedra obtained from it by the inclusion of an internal point
(see Fig. 6). Now, if the data {jab,nab} is that of a shape-matched 3d Euclidean geometry,
then these two pieces can be isometrically embedded in R3. Reversing the procedure, we
obtain a method for constructing shape-matched configurations: we apply a Pachner move
to a tetrahedron embedded in R3, and then just read off the boundary data from the explicit
embedding in order to build an Euclidean 3d geometry for the triangulation of S3. This
allows us, in particular, to determine the coordinates of the shape-matched configurations for
a given parametrization of the solutions of the saddle point conditions. The whole procedure
can equally well be based on the Pachner move 2-3. In Appendix E, we construct explicit
shape-matched configurations (SM-1) for 1-4 and 2-3 vector geometries (Fig. 7) and compute
the amplitude of the corresponding {15j}-symbols by computing |detH|1/2.
In [12] it is shown that, on Γ5, vector geometries with fixed spins can be parametrized in
terms of five independent variables φ. The five tetrahedra are represented in the Kapovich-
Millson phase space as 4-sided polygons in R3 with edge vectors jabmab, and the geometry
is completely determined for a given set of spins if the face normals mab are written in terms
of the five independent shape variables φ. Four of these shape variables are gauge-invariant
3d dihedral angles computed from the squared length of diagonals of the polygons:
(mca +mcd) · (mca +mcd) = 2 (1 + cosφca,cd) (5.14)
(−mab +mca) · (−mab +mca) = 2 (1 + cosφab,ca) (5.15)
(−mdb +mcd) · (−mdb +mcd) = 2 (1 + cosφdb,cd) (5.16)
(mab +mdb) · (mab +mdb) = 2 (1 + cosφab,db) , (5.17)
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Figure 7: Graphical representation of the 1-4 vector geometry shown in Fig. 2. The rep-
resentation is generated by using maximal tree method. Each colored point labels a node
of the pentagram. The set of normals at each node satisfies the closure condition (2.8).
Dashed black arrows stand for the anti-aligned normals which connect the neighboring nodes:
na(a+1) = −n(a+1)a, a = 1, · · · , 4. Dashed colored arrows stand for the remaining normals
with nab = −nba and
{
(a, b) = 1, · · · , 5 ∣∣ a < b and a 6= b− 1}.
and the remaining variable is a gauge-dependent quantity, an angle between faces at distinct
tetrahedra,
(mab +mcd) · (mab +mcd) = 2 (1 + cosφcd,ab) , (5.18)
computed from the squared length of the diagonal of the parallelogram (mcd,mdc,mab,mba).
We are interested in the 1-4 geometry obtained by the application of the Pachner move 1-
4 to a regular tetrahedron. Accordingly, the exterior normals (maf ,mbf ,mcf ,mdf ) are fixed
to match the normals (naf ,nbf ,ncf ,ndf ) of an explicit embedding of the regular tetrahedron
in R3 (as described in Appendix E). In addition, the spin jin of the interior faces is related to
the spin jout of the exterior faces by jin = jout/
√
6. This identity cannot hold for semi-integer
spins, but can be arbitrarily well-approximated for large spins, which is the regime we are
interested in. The two independent closure conditions for the interior tetrahedra read:
mcb = − 1jin (joutnfb + jinmdb + jinmab) , (5.19)
mad = − 1jin (joutnfd + jinmbd + jinmcd) . (5.20)
Overall we obtain a 1-4 vector geometry with fixed spins from five shape variables where the
non-gauge invariant quantity φcd,ab is the angle between normals of different tetrahedra and
the other four variables are the dihedral angles φca,cd, φab,ca, φdb,ab, φab,db.
2
2The 2-3 vector geometries are too constrained for our purposes. We could start with two regular tetrahedra
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We now proceed to compare the contributions of shape-matched and normal-matched
configurations to the {15j}-symbols for the chosen spin configuration. The shape-matched
configuration belongs to the SM-1, therefore it is enough to consider SM-1 and NM-1 con-
tributions. In the limit of large spins, the {15j}-symbols have the asymptotic form given
in Eq. (5.12). Therefore, in the asymptotic limit the ratio between the {15j}-symbols for
normal-matched and shape-matched configurations is given by
√|detH0|/| detH|, where H0
is the Hessian of the shape-matched configuration (whose coordinates are derived in Appendix
E).
Using the parametrization introduced above, we first sample points of a subset of 1-4
vector geometries including the shape-matched solution. For this purpose, we first express
(mcd,mab) in terms of four parameters as
mTcd = (sin θcd cosφcd, sin θcd sinφcd, cos θcd) , (5.21)
mTab = (sin θab cosφab, sin θab sinφab, cos θab) . (5.22)
The other two interior normals in (5.14) are fixed to the shape-matched solutions mca = nca,
mca = ndb, and mcb,mad are determined by the following closure conditions:
mcb = − 1jin (joutnfb + jinndb + jinmab) , (5.23)
mad = − 1jin (joutnfd + jinnbd + jinmcd) . (5.24)
Then we look for solutions within the interval [0, 2pi] of θ ≡ θcd = θab. This choice of
parametrization leads to equalities among the gauge-invariant quantities:
cosφab,ca − cosφab,db = cosφca,cd − cosφdb,cd =
√
2 cos θ , (5.25)
where all these gauge-invariant quantities are exactly equal to 1/2 at the shape-matched
configuration. The corresponding solutions for φab, φcd are obtained by the normalization
conditions on mcb,mad.
Now we can plot the relative magnitude of |detH|−1/2 with respect to the shape-matched
configuration for a sample of exact vector geometries. The results are displayed in Fig. 8. We
find that the shape-matched configuration SM-1 is present in the superposition (5.13) and
interestingly it gives the contribution with the largest amplitude. Therefore the Bell-network
state on Γ5 describes a superposition of glued tetrahedra with a significant contribution given
by a Regge geometry.
glued back to back and let the interior geometry of the piece formed by three tetrahedra free. A simple counting
argument shows, however, that this interior geometry is rigidly fixed. In general, a vector geometry is described
by 40 parameters in 20 normalized vectors. We have 10 equations from the solutions to the critical equations.
Two tetrahedra are constructed to be regular such that 7 normals are fixed in the vectorial geometry. There are
also 3 closure conditions for the three free tetrahedra. The total number of constraints is 10×2+7×2+3×2 = 40
which is exactly the total number of parameters in a vector geometry. Therefore, the vectorial equations are
too constrained to allow for configurations other than the shape-matched one.
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Figure 8: Sampling of exact relative magnitudes (|detH0|1/21−4)/(|detH|1/21−4) in terms of the
cosine of the gauge-invariant 3d dihedral angles φab,db and φcd,bd. The relative magnitude
reaches its maximum at the shape-matched configuration (SM-1) with nab ·ndb = ncd ·nbd =
1/2.
6 Summary and discussion
In loop quantum gravity, spin-network basis states are eigenstates of local operators. These
operators measure the quantum geometry of nodes and links of a spin-network graph. As a
result, nearby nodes in a spin-network basis state are un-entangled: their geometry has un-
correlated fluctuations. At the classical level this behavior corresponds to a twisted geometry
— the geometry of a collection of polyhedra with uncorrelated shapes. In this paper we in-
troduced a class of states with nearest-neighbors correlations that guarantee that neighboring
polyhedra are glued at adjacent faces. We dub these states Bell-network states as they are
built by entangling nearby nodes in a way that generalizes the spin-spin correlations in a Bell
state of two spin-1/2 particles.
Bell-network states are built using squeezed vacuum techniques and are labeled by L
complex numbers λ`, one per link of a graph Γ. The modulus and phase of the parameter
λ` encode the average area and extrinsic angle (A`,Θ`) of a link of the graph. The quantum
geometry of nearby nodes is entangled in such a way that the normals to adjacent faces of
neighboring polyhedra are always back-to-back, i.e., ns(`) = −nt(`). This condition guarantees
that the planes of the adjacent faces can be glued to each other. We note that this condition
does not impose that the geometry is flat or that the shape of the faces matches. The
geometric structure that arises has been previously studies in the spinfoam literature and is
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called a vector geometry. Remarkably, a Bell-network state is not peaked on any single vector
geometry. The picture that arises from our analysis is that, at fixed spins, a Bell-network
state can be understood as a uniform superposition over all vector geometries. This behavior
reflects the one of a Bell state of two spin-1/2 particles,
|B〉 = |↑〉s |↓ 〉t − |↓〉s |↑ 〉t√
2
=
√
2
∫
d2n
4pi
|n〉s |-n〉t , (6.1)
which can also be understood as a uniform superposition of back-to-back spins |n〉s |-n〉t over
all directions n.
For a generic graph Γ, a Bell-network state is given by the expression
|Γ,B, λ`〉 = Pn exp
(∑
` λ` AB a
†A
s(`)a
†B
t(`)
)
|0〉Γ , (6.2)
where Pn is the gauge-invariant projector at nodes of the graph and the exponential of a
†A
s(`)a
†B
t(`)
squeezes links of the graph creating entangled pairs at its endpoints. The state can be
expanded on a overcomplete basis of states consisting of uncorrelated intertwiners |Φn({n})〉
peaked on a polyhedron with fixed face areas and normals:
|Γ,B, λ`〉 =
∑
j`
√
2j` + 1λ
2j`
`
∫
dµ({n}) AΓ(j`, {n})
⊗
n
|Φn({n})〉 (6.3)
where the amplitude AΓ(j`, {n}) is the SU(2) symbol associated to the graph Γ and expressed
in a coherent basis. In the large spin limit it is know that this amplitude suppresses exponen-
tially all configurations of normals except the ones for which there exists a choice of rotation
matrices Rn for which [12]
Rs(`)ns(`) = −Rt(`)nt(`) . (6.4)
This is exactly the defining condition of a classical vector geometry.
We studied in detail properties of Bell-network states on simple graphs. On the dipole
graph consisting of two tetrahedra we analyzed the correlation functions and showed that the
shape of the two quantum tetrahedra are correlated in such a way that the two are always
glued. In the case of the pentagram graph consisting of five tetrahedra we used the relation
to SU(2) {15j}-symbols, where vector geometries are known to appear in the large spin
limit as saddle point configurations, to show explicitly the gluing of tetrahedra in the 4 − 1
configuration.
The results presented show clearly the role of entanglement in the gluing of quantum
regions of space. Bell-network states encode nearest-neighbor correlations in quantum poly-
hedra that enforce the gluing conditions. Long-range correlations are unconstrained and can
be included via quantum squeezing as discussed in [21, 22]. As shown in this paper, the
mutual information of the quantum geometry of nearby nodes provides a powerful tool to
quantify the strength of correlations. With the inclusion of long-range correlations, these
same techniques can be extended to the study of entanglement between large regions of space
consisting of many degrees of freedom, a calculation of relevance for the identification of the
semiclassical regime of loop quantum gravity.
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A Mutual information and correlations in the Bell state of spin j
We compute the mutual information and the spin correlations in the Bell state of spin j,
|B, j〉 = 1√
2j + 1
+j∑
m=−j
(−1)j−m |j,m〉s|j,−m〉t . (A.1)
As the state is pure and the reduced density matrix ρs =
1
2j+11 is maximally mixed, we have
that the mutual information in the source and target of the Bell state is
S(ρs ⊗ ρt‖ρst) = S(ρs) + S(ρt)− S(ρst) = 2 log(2j + 1) . (A.2)
The spin expectation values on the Bell state vanish
〈B, j|J is|B, j〉 = 0 , 〈B, j|J it |B, j〉 = 0 , (A.3)
and the spin-spin correlation functions are
Cij = 〈B, j|J is J jt |B, j〉 = −
j(j + 1)
3
δij . (A.4)
Note that the spin operator is a bounded operator with norm ‖J i‖ = j. Therefore the
information-theoretic inequality
(Cij)2
2‖J is‖2 ‖J it‖2
≤ S(ρs) + S(ρt)− S(ρst) (A.5)
applies, as can also be checked explicitly noticing that (j+1)
2
18 j2
≤ 2 log(2j + 1).
B Derivation of the Bell states on a pentagram graph
The projection of |Bγ〉 ∈ Hbos to the space of spin network states HΓ5 ⊂ Hbos is
|Γ5,Bγ〉 = PΓ5 |Bγ〉 . (B.1)
Fixing the spins, we obtain a Bell state with determined spins:
|Γ5,Bγ , jab〉 = PΓ5 |Bγ , jab〉 , (B.2)
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where
|Bγ , jab〉 =
⊗
a<b
∑
mab
(−1)jab−mab |jab,mab〉 ⊗ |jba,−mab〉 . (B.3)
We adopt the convention that a ket |jab,mab〉 with spin jab lives at the endpoint a of the
link ab. The state |Bγ , jab〉 is by construction area-matched. The projection to the space of
gauge-invariant states is easily constructed using the orthonormal intertwiner basis labeled
by the virtual spins ia:
PΓ5 =
⊗
a
Pa , Pa =
∑
ia
|ia〉〈ia| , (B.4)
where |ia〉 ∈ Ha = Inv[
⊗
b:a6=b Vjab ].
We represent the orthonormal intertwiners in the magnetic basis as:
|i1〉 =
∑
m
[i1]
m12m13m14m15 |j12,m12〉 ⊗ |j13,m13〉 ⊗ |j14,m14〉 ⊗ |j15,m15〉 , (B.5)
and similarly for the other values of a. The dual bases with respect to the standard Hilbert
space inner product and to the  bilinear form are:
〈i1| =
∑
m
¯[i1]
m12m13m14m15〈j12,m12| ⊗ 〈j13,m13| ⊗ 〈j14,m14| ⊗ 〈j15,m15| ,
[i1| =
∑
m
[∏
b
(−1)j1b−m1b
]
[i1]
−m12,−m13,−m14,−m15〈j12,m12| ⊗ 〈j13,m13| ⊗ 〈j14,m14| ⊗ 〈j15,m15| .
The antilinear time-reversal operator is defined as ζ|i1〉 = |i1], with
|i1] =
∑
m
∏
b6=1
(−1)j1b−m1b
 ¯[i1]−m12,−m13,−m14,−m15 |j12,m12〉⊗|j13,m13〉⊗|j14,m14〉⊗|j15,m15〉 .
The projector PΓ5 can be implemented node by node. We first represent the state |Bγ , jab〉
(before the projection) as a superposition of tensor products of node states in the form:
|Bγ , jab〉 =
∑
mab
⊗
a
|Bγa(mab)〉 . (B.6)
Then we project each of the components in the above expansion to the gauge-invariant sub-
space. The representation (B.6) is not unique, and we can choose, for instance:
|Bγ1〉 = |j12,m12〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |j15,m15〉 ,
|Bγ2〉 = (−1)j12−m12 |j21,−m12〉 ⊗ |j23,m23〉 ⊗ |j14,m14〉 ⊗ |j15,m15〉 ,
|Bγ3〉 =
[∏
b<3
(−1)jb3−mb3
]
|j31,−m13〉 ⊗ |j32,−m23〉 ⊗ |j34,m34〉 ⊗ |j35,m35〉 ,
|Bγ4〉 =
[∏
b<4
(−1)jb4−mb4
]
|j41,−m14〉 ⊗ |j42,−m24〉 ⊗ |j43,−m34〉 ⊗ |j45,m45〉 ,
|Bγ5〉 =
[∏
b<5
(−1)jb5−mb5
]
|j51,−m15〉 ⊗ |j52,−m25〉 ⊗ |j53,−m35〉 ⊗ |j54,−m45〉 ,
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by attaching the signs (−1)jab−mab in (B.3) always to the source node, at all links. Then the
projected node states are:
P1|Bγ1(mab)〉 =
∑
i1
¯[i1]
m12,m13,m14,m15 |i1〉 ,
P2|Bγ2(mab)〉 =
∑
i2
(−1)j12−m12 ¯[i2]−m12,m23,m24,m25 |i2〉 ,
P3|Bγ3(mab)〉 =
∑
i3
[∏
b<3
(−1)jb3−mb3
]
¯[i3]
−m13,−m23,m34,m35 |i3〉 ,
P4|Bγ4(mab)〉 =
∑
i4
[∏
b<4
(−1)jb4−mb4
]
¯[i4]
−m14,−m24,−m34,m45 |i4〉 ,
P5|Bγ5(mab)〉 =
∑
i5
[∏
b<5
(−1)jb5−mb5
]
¯[i5]
−m15,−m25,−m35,−m45 |i5〉 .
Taking their tensor product and summing over the indices mab, we obtain:
|Γ5,Bγ , jab〉 =
∑
mab
[∏
c<d
(−1)jcd−mcd
]∑
ia
(
5⊗
k=1
|ik〉
)
¯[i1]
m12,m13,m14,m15 ¯[i2]
−m12,m23,m24,m25
× ¯[i3]−m13,−m23,m34,m35 ¯[i4]−m14,−m24,−m34,m45 ¯[i5]−m15,−m25,−m35,−m45
=
∑
mab
∑
ia
(
5⊗
k=1
|ik〉
)
¯[i1]
m12,m13,m14,m15 ¯[i2]m12
m23,m24,m25
× ¯[i3]m13,m23m34,m35 ¯[i4]m14,m24,m34m45 ¯[i5]m15,m25,m35,m45
=
∑
ia
(
5⊗
k=1
|ik〉
)
15j(jab, ia) , (B.7)
where the 15j symbol is the contraction of the intertwiners determined by the graph Γ5:
15j = [i1]
m12m13m14m15 [i2]m12
m23m24m25 [i3]m13m23
m34m35 [i4]m14m24m34
m45 [i5]m15m25m35m45 ,
(B.8)
with indices raised and lowered with the -isomorphism.
C Hessian of the {15j}-symbol action
We derive explicitly the Hessian of the action for 15j-symbol. The action for the asymptotic
problem of the 15j(jab,nab) symbol is
S(j,n)[X] =
∑
b<a
2jab ln 〈ζnab|X−1a Xb|nab〉 , (C.1)
where it encodes a global SU(2) continuous symmetry and a discrete ± symmetry at each
vertex a, given by X ′a = aY Xa with Y ∈ SU(2) and a = ±. In order to find the critical
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points to the action, we need to compute the variation of the action with respect to the
SU(2) group elements Xa. The variation of the SU(2) group element is simply δX = τX
with the variation of its inverse δX−1 = −X−1τ , where τi = 12 iσi is the su(2) algebra element.
Therefore, the partial derivative of the action with respect to a SU(2) element Xjd is
∂S(j,n)[X]
∂Xjd
=
∑
b<a
2jab
{
〈−ndb|X−1d (−τj)δadXb|nbd〉
〈−ndb|X−1d Xb|nbd〉
+
〈−nad|X−1a τjδbdXd|nda〉
〈−nad|X−1a Xd|nda〉
}
(C.2)
=
∑
b<d
2jdb
〈−ndb|X−1d (−τj)Xb|nbd〉
〈−ndb|X−1d Xb|nbd〉
+
∑
a>d
2jad
〈−nad|X−1a τjXd|nda〉
〈−nad|X−1a Xd|nda〉
, (C.3)
where | − nab〉 is obtained by the action of the antilinear map ζ on coherent states, which
takes n to −n. The stationarity of the action δS(j,n)[X] = 0 leads to a set of complex vector
equations: ∑
b 6=a
jabvab = 0, vab = −vba , (C.4)
where the vector vab is defined as
vab =
〈−nab|X−1a σXb|nba〉
〈−nab|X−1a Xb|nba〉
(C.5)
and the minus sign of the second term in the variation of the action can be taken in a
single expression by knowing that the epsilon inner product (Tα, β) = −(α, Tβ) for algebra
element T and (gα, β) = (α, g−1β) for group element g. As the action of the group element
on coherent states |nab〉 produces new set of coherent states |n′ab〉, Xa|nab〉 = |n′ab〉, we can
simplify the vector vab expression:
vab =
〈−n′ab|σ|n′ba〉
〈−n′ab|n′ba〉
=
(n′ba − n′ab)− i(−n′ab × n′ba)
1− n′abn′ba
= −n′ab , (C.6)
where we used the scalar product of coherent states and the projector Pn = |n〉〈n| = 12(I +
σ · n). It is clear that the stationary methods can be extended for real part of the function
so that the real part of the action is maximized by setting the imaginary part to zero, n′ab
and n′ba should be anti-parallel, Xanab = −Xbnba. Therefore we have ten equations
Xanab = −Xbnba (C.7)
for maximizing the action and five equations for the stationarity of the action∑
b 6=a
jabnab = 0 . (C.8)
The solutions to the critical equations (C.7)-(C.8) contain an interpretation in terms of the
BF theory. They can be considered as the solutions of a four-dimensional BF theory with
group SU(2) discretized on a 4-simplex. Therefore, the solutions can be parametrized by the
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Xa and bab = jabXanab. These are the discrete connection and B-field variables, respectively.
The critical equations are now expressed in terms of the bab:∑
b:b 6=a
bab = 0, bab = −bba , (C.9)
which determines a vector geometry by twenty three-dimensional vectors bab. The Xa vari-
ables are a discrete version of the connection on a BF theory. This is due to the gluing of
two 4-simplexes followed by the identification of the nab variables on a common tetrahedron.
In terms of the vector geometry (bab variables), this implies that the gluing takes place after
the action of the corresponding Xa for the tetrahedron.
As we have the critical points to the action, we can evaluate the Hessian of the action.
The Hessian is the second derivative of the action with respect to the group element:
H ijcd ≡
∂2S(j,n)[X]
∂Xic∂X
j
d
=
∑
b<d
2jdb
{
〈−ncb|X−1c (τiτj)δcdXb|nbc〉
〈−ncb|X−1c Xb|nbc〉
+
〈−ndc|X−1d (−τjτi)δbcXc|ncd〉
〈−ndc|X−1d Xc|ncd〉
−〈−ndb|X
−1
d (−τj)Xb|nbd〉
〈−ndb|X−1d Xb|nbd〉2
(
〈−ncb|X−1c (−τi)δcdXb|nbc〉+ 〈−ndc|X−1d τiδbcXc|ncd〉
)}
+
∑
a>d
2jad
{
〈−ncd|X−1c (−τiτj)δcaXd|ndc〉
〈−ncd|X−1c Xd|ndc〉
+
〈−nac|X−1a (τjτi)δcdXc|nca〉
〈−nac|X−1a Xc|ncd〉
−〈−nad|X
−1
a (τj)Xd|nda〉
〈−nad|X−1a Xd|nda〉2
(
〈−ncd|X−1c (−τi)δacXd|ndc〉+ 〈−nac|X−1a τiδcdXc|nca〉
)}
for the case c < d and c > d with using the definition of vab we have:
c < d : −1
2
jcd
[
〈−ndc|X−1d (−δij − iijkσk)Xc|ncd〉
〈−ndc|X−1d Xc|ncd〉
+ vjdcv
i
dc
]
= −1
2
jcd
(− δij − iijkvkcd + vicdvjcd)
c > d : −1
2
jcd
[
〈−ncd|X−1c (−δij − iijkσk)Xd|ndc〉
〈−ncd|X−1c Xd|ndc〉
+ vjcdv
i
cd
]
= −1
2
jcd
(− δij − iijkvkcd + vicdvjcd) ,
(C.10)
and for c = d:
c = d : −1
4
{∑
b<c
2jbc
(〈−nbc|X−1c (δij + iijkσk)Xb|nbc〉
〈−ncbX−1c Xb|nbc〉|
− vjcbvicb
)
+
∑
a>c
2jac
(〈−nac|X−1a (δij + iijkσk)Xc|nca〉
〈−nac|X−1a Xc|nca〉
− vjacviac
)}
= −1
4
∑
b 6=c
2jbc(δij + iijkv
k
cb − vicbvjcb) , (C.11)
where we have used the identity σiσj = δij + iijkσk. The Hessian of the action, as a second
derivative test of a function, can be used to express the asymptotic expansion of the integral
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over the group elements X, which corresponds to 15j-symbol proportional to eλS given by
the boundary data:
{15j}(λj, n) ∼
(
2pi
λ
)6 1√
detH
eλS(X) , (C.12)
where the action S for the 15j-symbol is evaluated at the critical points derived above. In
order to apply the method of extended stationary phase we need to ensure that the stationary
points are isolated. This is accomplished by fixing SU(2) elements as: X ′a = (X5)−1Xa for
a = {1, · · · , 4}. The “gauge fixed” integral formulas then have isolated critical points related
only by the discrete symmetries and can now be evaluated using extended stationary phase.
After gauge fixing and deriving the expression of the Hessian H ijcd for a given boundary data
{jab,nab}, we can perform the explicit calculation of the Hessian matrix H:
H =

H11 H12 . . . H14
H21 H22 . . . H24
...
...
...
...
H41 H42 . . . H44
 . (C.13)
D Vector geometry for equal spins jab = j
Let us illustrate the structure of the space of vector geometries in the concrete case of equiareal
tetrahedra. It is convenient to introduce the unit vectors wab := Xanab. We will determine
the dimensionality of the space of solutions to the critical point equations and discuss the
relevant subspaces. From the condition wab = −wba, only ten of the twenty vectors wab can
be independent—one per link. Consider the node 1. There are four vectors w1b at the node.
We can use the symmetry under global rotations to fix:
w12 = zˆ , w13 = (sin θ, 0, cos θ) , (D.1)
so that the two first vectors are described by a single parameter.
• For θ = 0, we havew12 = w13 = zˆ, and the closure relation givesw14 = w15 = −zˆ. This
is a degenerate case, where the normals form a linear object. This subspace contains a
single solution.
• For θ = pi, w13 = −w12 = −zˆ, and the closure relation gives w15 = −w14, where w14
can be freely chosen. The symmetry under global rotations can be used to force one
of the components of w14 to vanish, leaving one free parameter. Hence, this subspace
is one-dimensional. If w14 = ±zˆ, then the geometry is the same as for θ = 0. The
normals form a planar object, and we have again a degenerate geometry.
• Now take θ 6= 0, pi. From the closure relation ∑b 6=1w1b = 0, it follows that the partial
sum w12 +w13 +w14 must be a unit vector, equal to −w15. The possible choices of w14
form a unit sphere centered at 0 +w12 +w13, which intersects the unit sphere centered
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at the origin 0 at a one-dimensional loop. Therefore, we have one free parameter
associated with w14, and the space of solutions to the closure relation, up to global
rotations, is two-dimensional. If one takes w14 = −w13 or −w12, then the normals form
a parallelogram, and we have a degenerate geometry. For any other choice, the normals
form a nondegenerate geometry of nonzero volume, describing a unique tetrahedron.
In short, the space of solutions of the closure relation at a node, up to rotations, is two-
dimensional, and the subset of degenerate solutions forms a lower dimensional subspace.
Consider now the node 2. We have w21 = −w12. The vector w23 is completely free,
requiring two free parameters for its description. As before, we have a single extra parameter
for the description of w24, in order for the closure relation to admit a solution. The last vector
w25 is then fixed by the closure relation. We have three additional parameters associated with
the second node.
For the node 3, the vectors w31 and w32 are fixed by the previous choices of normals
for the nodes 1 and 2. We have again one free parameter for the possible choices of w34.
However, the same is true for w43 = −w34 at the node 4, and the intersection of two loops on
the sphere is in general formed by isolated points, and we do not have a new degree of freedom
associated with these nodes. All remaining vectors at the nodes 3 and 4 are then fixed by
the closure relations. The closure relation at the node 5 imposes an additional condition,
but this is automatically satisfied when the closure relations at the nodes 1 to 4 and the link
conditions are satisfied.
We conclude that the space of solutions to the critical point conditions on the pentagram
with all spins equal, j` = j, is characterized by five parameters, and the subset of degenerate
geometries forms a lower-dimensional subset at the boundary of the parameter space.
E Shape-matched configurations for a 4-simplex in R3
The boundary data of a 4-simplex in R3 is equipped with a metric of signature 0 + ++ and
has the same metric geometry as a linear immersion of the simplex into R3. For a single
solution set Xa to the critical point equations, the gluing map gab can be either an identity or
pi rotation with which the boundary data coincides with the 3d Euclidean geometry. In other
words, the shape-matched normals in 3d space should form the boundary of a 4-simplex via
geometric way. We will construct the boundary of a 4-simplex in R3 out of local modifications
to a 3-manifold triangulation, where a collection of five tetrahedra whose twenty faces are
glued together in ten pairs. There are four such modifications knowns as Pachner moves: 1-4
move is replacing a single tetrahedron with four distinct tetrahedra meeting at a common
internal vertex. 2-3 move is taking two distinct tetrahedra joined along a common face with
three distinct tetrahedra joined along a common edge. The remaining moves, 3-2 and 4-1
moves, are just inverse to the 2-3 and 1-4 moves. These moves do not change the topology
of the triangulation at all. We will consider only 1-4 and 2-3 moves since their critical point
equations or the orientation conditions for the relevant vector geometry are exactly the same
as in 4-1 and 3-2, respectively.
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pi
r
q
s
Figure 9: Description of the 1-4 move used to construct five glued tetrahedra by placing a
fifth vertex i, origin of the coordinates, in the center point of the tetrahedron pqrs.
Consider a regular tetrahedron τf with side length 2 by having four position vectors of
four vertices where the regular tetrahedron is centered at the origin of the coordinates:
pT = (1, 0,− 1√
2
), qT = (−1, 0,− 1√
2
), rT = (0, 1,
1√
2
), sT = (0,−1, 1√
2
) . (E.1)
We can construct the edge vectors ek in order to fully determine the regular tetrahedron:
e1 = p− s, e2 = q − s, e3 = r − s . (E.2)
One can obtain the outward normals of the regular tetrahedron (E = A1−4out n, A
1−4
out =
√
3)
from the “electric field” on each face of the tetrahedron:
E1 =
1
2
(e2 × e3), E2 = 1
2
(e3 × e1), E3 = 1
2
(e1 × e2) (E.3)
with satisfying the closure condition on the regular tetrahedron E4 = −(E1 +E2 +E3) and
the normals related to the exterior faces of τf are then:
ncf = (1/A
1−4
out )E3, naf = (1/A
1−4
out )E1, nbf = (1/A
1−4
out )E2, ndf = −(ncf + naf + nbf ) ,(E.4)
where the labelings a, b, c, d correspond to the four interior tetrahedra τa, τb, τc, τd, respectively.
The normals of the interior faces with area A1−4in = 1/
√
2 belonging to the four interior
tetrahedra are:
τb : ncb =
1
2A1−4in
(d− f)× (a− f), ndb = 1
2A1−4in
(a− f)× (c− f),
nab =
1
2A1−4in
(c− f)× (d− f), nfb = nbf
τd : nad =
1
2A1−4in
(b− f)× (c− f), ncd = 1
2A1−4in
(a− f)× (b− f),
nbd = −ndb, nfd = ndf
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τa : nca =
1
2A1−4in
(b− f)× (d− f), nfa = naf , nda = −nad, nba = −nab
τc : nfc = ncf , nac = −nca, ndc = −ncd, nbc = −ncb , (E.5)
where there are in total 4 aligned and 6 back to back conditions on the normals. These
conditions can be applied to the configurations other than shape-matched in the 1-4 vector
geometry. As the normals are obtained on a shape-matched configuration for a 4-simplex, we
can compute |detH|−1/2 for fixed spins jout = 2, jin = 2/
√
6, which is related to the ratio of
the areas (Aout, Ain) of the exterior and interior faces, on this boundary data:
|detH0|1/21−4 = 0.204947 . (E.6)
Now we can consider 2-3 move to construct a 4-simplex in R3 which shown in Fig. 10.
q
r
p
s
i
Figure 10: Pachner move 2-3. Two tetrahedra glued back to back are transformed into three
tetrahedra with the inclusion of a new edge from the vertex s to the vertex i.
Consider two regular tetrahedra glued back to back with side length of 2 by having five
position vectors of five vertices where the regular tetrahedron at the top is centered at the
origin of the coordinates:
pT = (1, 0,− 1√
2
), qT = (−1, 0,− 1√
2
), rT = (0, 1,
1√
2
), sT = (0,−1, 1√
2
), iT = (0,
5
3
,− 5
3
√
2
) .
The normals of the two regular tetrahedra τf and τd with exterior and interior areas A
2−3
out =√
3, A2−3in = (4/3)
√
2 are then respectively as follows
ncf = (1/A
2−3
out )E3, naf = (1/A
2−3
out )E1, nbf = (1/A
2−3
out )E2, ndf = −(ncf + naf + nbf )
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ncd = (1/A
2−3
out )F3, nad = (1/A
2−3
out )F1, nbd = (1/A
2−3
out )F2, nfd = −ndf , (E.7)
where the vectors Ek are given in (E.3) and Fk have the same expression as in the Ek via
replacing the vertex s by the vertex i. The sets of the normals belonging to three interior
tetrahedra τc, τa and τb are as follows
τc : nbc =
1
2A2−3in
(a− f)× (d− f), nac = 1
2A2−3in
(d− f)× (b− f), nfc = ncf , ndc = ncd
τa : nba =
1
2A2−3in
(d− f)× (c− f), nda = nad, nfa = naf , nca = −nac
τb : nfb = nbf , ndb = nbd, nab = −nba, ncb = −nbc . (E.8)
In the 2-3 vector geometry, there are in total 6 aligned and 4 back to back conditions on the
normals and the |detH|−1/2 for fixed spins jout = 2, jin = jout (4/3)
√
2/3 on this boundary
data is
|detH0|1/22−3 = 0.262621 . (E.9)
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